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Abstract—Coordinated multi-point processing has shown great
potential for cellular networks, while multiple antenna systems
(MIMO) is the key to next generation wireless communications.
Full exploitation of MIMO technology, however, demands high
antenna separation at the transceivers. This paper investigates the
use of dual polarized antennas as a mean to overcome hardware
size limitations. Uplink ergodic sum-rate capacity of a multicell
joint processing (MJP) system employing dual polarized antennas
is evaluated through theoretical analysis. Results are supported
by numerical simulations. The designed system incorporates
uniformly distributed users, path loss and Rayleigh fading, thus
extending the well known Wyner model. Optimal and MMSE
receiver architectures are compared in terms of capacity and
complexity. System capacity is calculated with respect to cell size
or cross polar discrimination (XPD). The results support the use
of dual-polar decoding for low XPD, dense cellular systems while
per polarization processing is acceptable in high XPD, sparse
systems.

Index Terms—CoMP, Multicell Joint Decoding, Dual Polariza-
tion, Optimal/MMSE Capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to [1], in order to avoid antenna correlation a

separation of half wavelength is needed at the mobile termi-

nals, while a separation of ten wavelengths at the Base Station

(BS). Furthermore, MIMO capacity has been shown to scale

linearly with the minimum number of transmit and receive

antennas [2] and thus it would be desirable to incorporate a

large number of antennas in future transceivers. This is not

always feasible due to space limitations at mobile terminals

or large wavelengths (e.g. in UHF) and this is where dual-

polarized antennas come to play. Originally, dual-polarization

has been utilized as a means of creating two parallel low-

interference channels, which could be exploited for diversity

gain or interference mitigation. In this paper, dual polarization

will be utilized for spatial multiplexing and various multiuser

receive architectures will be compared in terms of performance

and complexity.

A. Notation

Throughout the formulations of this paper, E[·] denotes the

expectation, (·)H denotes the conjugate transpose matrix, (·)T
denotes the transpose matrix, ⊙ denotes the Hadamard product

and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.The Frobenius norm of a

matrix or vector is denoted by ‖·‖. In denotes a n×n identity

matrix, In×m a n ×m matrix of ones, 1n a n × 1 vector of

ones, 0 a zero matrix and Gn×m a n ×m Gaussian matrix.

The figure of merit analyzed and compared throughout this

paper is the ergodic per-cell sum-rate capacity.

II. PRELIMINARIES & RELATED WORK

A. Coordinated Multi-Point

Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) transmission/reception is

a term employed by 3GPP LTE-A standardization initiative in

order to describe a group of advanced multi-cell coordination

techniques [3]. In this paper, we focus on Multicell Joint

Processing (MJP) in the uplink channel, where user signals

received by multiple BSs are jointly decoded in order to

mitigate inter-cell interference. This MJP scenario has ap-

peared in the literature under various research topics, such

as BS cooperation, Network MIMO and Distributed Antenna

Systems (DAS). Its sum-rate capacity has been studied for

optimal and MMSE receivers [4], as well as for various

channel impairments, such as path loss [5], shadowing [6],

fading [7] and antenna correlation [4]. In this paper, we

consider both optimal and MMSE receivers for an MJD model

incorporating spatially distributed users, path loss, Rayleigh

fading and dual polarized antennas.

B. Polarization

Polarization of electromagnetic signals is achieved by spe-

cialized antennas which can shape the vectors of the electric

and magnetic filed. Various polarizations schemes have been

proposed and employed, such as horizontal/vertical/slant po-

larization (commonly for terrestrial systems), right/left hand

side circular polarization (mostly for satellite systems) and

even 3D polarization [8]. With the advent of multiple antenna

systems, polarization has been treated as an additional degree

of freedom which can be used for diversity or multiplexing

gains [9], [10] . In this context, the dilemma that naturally rises

is co-polar vs. cross-polar antennas. In general, replacing two

co-polar antennas with two cross-polar antennas comes with

a cost and the optimum configuration strongly depends on

the antenna and channel characteristics. In the former case,

the communication performance is limited by the antenna

correlation due to the close proximity of the two co-polar

antennas, while in the latter case by the power imbalance due

to the XPD of the cross-polar antennas [11], [12].
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Fig. 1. Coordinated multi-point processing system with dual polarized
antennas.

C. IND Channel

The Independent Non-identically Distributed (IND) channel

[13] is a generalization of the Gaussian multi-antenna chan-

nel with independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex

circularly symmetric (c.c.s.) entries which is commonly used

in single- user MIMO research. More specifically, the IND

channel is a multidimensional channel that includes indepen-

dent complex circularly symmetric elements with different

variances. In the literature, it has been utilized to describe

a range of channel impairments, such as multiuser path-loss

models [5], polarization [14] and separable correlation [4],

[15].

III. CHANNEL MODEL

Let us consider an ideal MJD system comprised by N BSs

each equipped with M dual-polarized antenna pairs (i.e. 2×M

antennas). All BSs are interconnected to a central processor

who is responsible for jointly decoding the received signals.

Each User Terminal (UT) is equipped with one dual-polarized

antenna pair (i.e. two antennas ), while the horizontally and

vertically polarized antenna components are assumed to be

uncorrelated. In addition, K UTs are considered to be spatially

distributed across the system’s coverage area. Firstly, let us

consider the channel between a BS antenna and a UT,

Hp =

[

h00 h01

h10 h11

]

= X⊙G, (1)

where E[|h00|2] = E[|h11|2] = 1 and E[|h01|2] = E[|h10|2] =√
χ, G ∼ CN (0, I2) and

X =

[

1
√
χ

√
χ 1

]

. (2)

The variable χ varies in [0,1] and quantifies the inverse of the

cross polar discrimination (XPD), where 0 ≤ XPD < ∞.

Now let us assume the MIMO Multiple Access Channel

(MAC) which comprises NK transmitting UTs and NM

receiving BS antennas. This can be written as the vectorial

form of a discrete memoryless channel

y = Hx+ z, (3)

where x is a 2NK×1 vector containing the transmit Gaussian

symbols, y is a 2NM × 1 vector containing the received

symbols and z ∼ CN (0, I) is a 2NM × 1 vector representing

AWGN. The system channel matrix H can be written in more

detail as:

H = Ω⊙G

with Ω = (Σ⊗ I2)⊙ (INM×NK ⊗X) , (4)

where Σ is a NM ×NK positive definite matrix containing

the path loss coefficients for all N2MK BS-UT links. In cases

where the two polarizations are treated independently, the co-

polar and cross-polar received signals can be expressed as:

H00 = Σ⊙G00 H01 =
√
χΣ⊙G01

H10 =
√
χΣ⊙G10 H11 = Σ⊙G11 (5)

where Gij , ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1} are independent Gaussian sub-

matrices of G. For i = 0 only odd rows are selected, while for

i = 1 only even. Columns are selected accordingly based on

the value of j. Similarly, we define the following submatrices:

H0 =
(

Σ⊗ 1T
2

)

⊙ (INM×NK ⊗ [1
√
χ])⊙G0,

H1 =
(

Σ⊗ 1T
2

)

⊙ (INM×NK ⊗ [
√
χ 1])⊙G1, (6)

for odd and even rows respectively.

IV. RECEIVER ARCHITECTURES

This section investigates a range of receive architectures in

terms of ergodic sum-rate capacity and complexity.

A. Optimal Joint Decoder

In this receiver architecture, all the user signals received

in both polarizations are jointly decoded using Successive

Interference Cancellation (SIC). This is the optimal receiver

which achieves the channel capacity as shown in [16]. In

this context, the ergodic sum-rate capacity normalized by the

number of cells is given by:

C1 =
1

N
log det

(

I2NM + γHHH
)

, (7)

where γ denotes the transmit SNR1 per polarization for each

UT.

B. MMSE Linear Filtering

In this case, single-user decoding is employed after MMSE

linear filtering of both polarizations. As shown in [4], the

ergodic sum-rate capacity normalized by the number of cells

is bounded by:

C2 ≥ −2K log

(

1

2NK
tr
[

(

I2NK + γHHH
)−1

]

)

. (8)

1Transmit SNR is defined as the transmit power normalized by the receiver
noise.
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C. Optimal Joint Decoder per Polarization

Now the signals received in each individual polarization

are optimally decoded considering the other polarization as

interference. It should be noted that CSI is available for both

polarizations. The ergodic sum-rate capacity normalized by the

number of cells is given by:

C3 =
1

N
log det

(

INM + γH00H
H
00R

−1
01

)

+
1

N
log det

(

INM + γH11H
H
11R

−1
10

)

, (9)

where

R01 = INM + γH01H
H
01 and R10 = INM + γH10H

H
10.

(10)

D. MMSE Linear Filtering per Polarization

In this receiver architecture, each polarization is MMSE-

filtered independently and the filtered signals are single-user

decoded. The ergodic sum-rate capacity normalized by the

number of cells is given by [17]:

C4 ≥−K log

(

1

NK
tr
[

(

INK + γHH
00R

−1
01 H00

)−1
]

)

−K log

(

1

NK
tr
[

(

INK + γHH
11R

−1
10 H11

)−1
]

)

.

(11)

E. Complexity

It is known that the complexity for the optimal joint decoder

is exponential [18] while for the MMSE is polynomial [19]

with the channel matrix dimensions2. In a practical system,

joint processing would be possible only within a cluster of BSs

and therefore complexity would just depend on the number

of streams per cell which have to be jointly processed. As a

result, the complexity for the aforementioned joint decoders

is: IV-A) exponential with 2K, IV-B) polynomial with 2K,

IV-C) exponential with K, IV-D) polynomial with K.

V. ERGODIC CAPACITY ANALYSIS

In this section, the ergodic sum-rate capacity analysis of

the aforementioned receiver architectures is studied analyti-

cally. In order to produce tractable analytical expressions, an

asymptotic regime is considered where the number of cells N

grows to infinity:

C = lim
N→∞

E [C] . (12)

A. Optimal Joint Decoder

Theorem 5.1: Using the optimal joint decoder, the per-cell

ergodic sum-rate capacity converges almost surely (a.s) to:

C1
a.s.−→ 2KVMP

(

(1 + χ) q (Σ)Nγ,
K

M

)

. (13)

2it should be noted that M ≥ Kis required for effective MMSE filtering.

Proof: Based on [4], the ergodic ergodic capacity can be

expressed as:

C1
a.s.−→ 2KVMP

(

q (Ω)Nγ,
K

M

)

, (14)

where VMP (u, v) = log

(

1 + u− 1

4
φ (u, v)

)

+
1

v
log

(

1 + uv − 1

4
φ (u, v)

)

− 1

4uv
φ (u, v) ,

φ (u, v) =

(

√

u
(

1 +
√
v
)2

+ 1−
√

u
(

1−√
v
)2

+ 1

)2

.

The SNR scaling is given using the function q which yields

the Frobenius norm of matrix normalized by the number of

elements in the matrix:

q (Ω) =
‖ (Σ⊗ I2)⊙ (INM×NK ⊗X) ‖2

4N2KM

= q (Σ)
(1 + χ)

2
. (15)

B. MMSE Linear Filtering

Theorem 5.2: Using MMSE linear filtering, the per-cell

ergodic sum-rate capacity converges almost surely (a.s) to:

C2
a.s.−→ −2K log

(

ηMP

(

(1 + χ) q (Σ)Nγ,
K

M

))

. (16)

Proof: Based on [4], the ergodic sum-rate capacity can

be expressed as:

C2
a.s.−→ −2K log

(

ηMP

(

q (Ω)Nγ,
K

M

))

, (17)

where

ηMP (u, v) = 1− φ (u, v)

4uv
(18)

and q given by eq. (15).

Lemma 5.1: An alternative expression can be derived using

[20]:

C2 = 2KNC1 −
(

4K2N − 2K
)

·

VMP

(

(1 + χ) q
(

Σ̃
)

(

N − 1

2K

)

γ,
K − 1

2N

M

)

, (19)

where Σ̃ is obtained by Σ by removing a random column.

C. Optimal Joint Decoder per Polarization

Theorem 5.3: Using the optimal joint decoder per polariza-

tion, the per-cell ergodic sum-rate capacity converges almost

surely (a.s) to:

C3
a.s.−→4KVMP

(

(1 + χ) q (Σ)Nγ,
2K

M

)

− 2KVMP

(

χq (Σ)Nγ,
K

M

)

. (20)
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR CAPACITY RESULTS

Parameter Value Range Figure

Cell size D 200m 0− 1000m 2
Inverse XPD factor χ 0.5 0− 1 3
Number of BSs N 5
UTs per cell K 4
Dual Polar Ant. per BS M 4
UT Transmit SNR γ 28.78dB
Number of MC iterations 103

Proof: Since the two components of eq.(9) are statistically

equivalent,

C3 =
2

N
E
[

log det
(

INK + γH00H
H
00R

−1
01

)]

=
2

N
E
[

log det
(

INK + γH0H
H
0

)]

− 2

N
E
[

log det
(

INK + γH01H
H
01

)]

. (21)

Using similar arguments as in the proof of theorem 5.1, eq.

(21) yields eq. (20).

D. MMSE Linear Filtering per Polarization

Lemma 5.2: Using MMSE linear filtering per polarization,

the per-cell ergodic sum-rate capacity is given by:

C4 = 2KN
(

C3 − C̃3

)

with C̃3 =
(

4K − 2

N

)

VMP

(

(1 + χ) q
(

Σ̃
)

(

N − 1

2K

)

γ,
2K − 1

N

M

)

−KVMP

(

χq (Σ)Nγ,
K

M

)

. (22)

Proof: Since the two components of eq. (11) are statisti-

cally equivalent,

C4 =− 2KE

[

log

(

1

NK
tr
[

(

INK + γHH
00R

−1
01 H00

)−1
]

)]

.

(23)

The expression for C4 can be derived using [20].

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the present section, a number of numerical results is

presented in order to evaluate the system’s ergodic sum-rate

capacity under the proposed receiver architectures and verify

the accuracy of the derived analytical expressions. System

capacity is calculated for a typical XPD factor 2 and variable

cell size, as well as for variable XPD and a typical cell

size of 200m. More specifically, simulations are performed

by generating 103 instances of random Gaussian matrices,

each one representing a single fading realization of the system.

In addition, the user variance profile matrices are constructed

deterministically according to the path-loss model in [4] and

used to shape the variance of the i.i.d c.s.s. elements3. Subse-

quently, the per-cell ergodic capacities are evaluated using: a)

3It should be noted that the presented analysis is generic and can be used
for any path-loss function or cellular array model (linear, hexagonal etc.)
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C1: Optimal joint decoding
C2: MMSE Linear Filtering
C3: Optimal joint decoding Per Polarization
C4: MMSE Linear filtering per Polarization

Fig. 2. Per-cell ergodic sum-rate capacity scaling versus the cell size D(m).

eq.(7) for the optimal joint decoder b) eq. (8) for the MMSE

Linear filtering architecture c) eq. (9) for MMSE joint decoder

per polarization and d) eq. (11) for the MMSE linear filtering

per polarization receiver architecture. The capacity for each

architecture is averaged over all iterations and plotted versus

cell size (fig. 2) and versus the inverse XPD factor χ (fig.3).

On the same figures, analytical curves resulting from equations

a)eq. (13) b) Lemma (5.1) c) eq. (20) d) eq. (22) 4 for each re-

ceiver architecture respectively, are opposed to the simulation

results. In the aforementioned figures, points represent values

calculated through Monte Carlo simulations, while lines refer

to curves resulting from the analytical expressions of section

V. Finally, table I presents an overview of the parameter values

and ranges used for producing the numerical results.

The decrease of capacity as the cell size increases is percep-

tible in figure 2. This results from the decrease of the received

power at the BSs since the uniformly distributed users move

away from the BS as cells expand. Moreover, optimal capacity

is achieved by jointly decoding received signals from both

polarizations (C1). Sub-optimal less complex receiver architec-

tures tend to approach the optimal capacity limit in the sparse

cellular regime (D = 1000m). An important observation is

that for small cell sizes (D < 400m) MMSE Linear Filtering

of both polarizations (C2) achieves remarkably higher capacity

than the optimal decoding of each polarization separately (C3).

However, the latter case does not apply for large cell sizes

(D > 600m ). Finally, it can be seen that per polarization

processing (C3, C4) is less sensitive to the cell size, since

the performance is mainly dictated by the received cross-polar

interference.

Figure 3 depicts how the variation of the cross polar discrim-

ination affects the system performance, for each receiver archi-

tecture. When both polarizations are jointly decoded (C1,C2),

4Eq. (5.1) seems to be less accurate than the rest because it includes a
multiplicative term (2KN ) which scales with the channel matrix dimensions

and intensifies the deviation of the term C3 − C̃3.
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C1: Optimal joint decoding
C2: MMSE Linear Filtering
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Fig. 3. Per-cell ergodic sum-rate capacity scaling versus factor χ (inverse
XPD).

capacity increases as factor χ increases (or alternatively as

XPD decreases). Since both co- and cross-polar components

are jointly processed, less cross polar discrimination leads to

higher capacities, due to higher received power. On the other

hand, when polarizations are treated separately, the increase

of χ (decrease of XPD) results in increased cross polar

interference, thus lower system capacities. Subsequently, it

can be concluded that decoding per polarization is favoured

by high XPD factors. However, systems with poor discrim-

ination between polarizations should exploit the cross-polar

component in order to achieve higher ergodic capacity.

VII. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

Dual polarization has been traditionally employed in order

to save hardware space or combat channel impairments, such

as Faraday rotation. The main design objective was to create

parallel channels with low correlation and high power im-

balance, which favour individual processing per polarization.

In this paper, it is shown that joint polarization processing

is beneficial for MJD, especially in low-XPD dense systems.

Per polarization processing could be employed in high-XPD

enviroments in order to reduce the complexity of the joint

receiver.

An immediate extension of the work carried out so far

is the incorporation of correlation between the dual polar-

ized antennas at every user and at the base station as well

as the correlation between collocated antenna pairs at the

base station. This could be achieved using the well known

Kronecker model. Additionally, future work includes the in-

vestigation of Rician dual-polar channels. Specifically, the

comparison between highly-correlated co-polar antenna versus

lowly-correlated dual-polar antenna systems, both using all the

MJD techniques would be of utmost importance.
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